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Introduction

Canals in the C-111 basin (Figure 1) are operated to provide water supply and flood
protection for agricultural and urban areas and to the deliver flows to Taylor Slough and
coastal basins of Everglades National Park (ENP).   West-to-east hydraulic gradients
between the adjacent ENP marsh and basin canals induce large horizontal groundwater
flows through relatively permeable substrates.   Resulting diversions of water from
Northeast Shark Slough and Taylor Slough to the southern C-111 basin cause reductions
in marsh hydroperiod and associated ecological impacts.   These diversions may also have
significant negative impacts on Florida Bay.  Major alterations to the canal system are
planned by the Corps of Engineers to reduce these impacts while continuing to provide
water-supply and flood-protection benefits.  A buffer strip will be constructed between
the ENP marsh and the main drainage canals.  Flows will be pumped from the drainage
canals to raise water levels in the buffer, flatten regional hydraulic gradients, and thereby
reduce groundwater flows.  Overflows of surface water from the buffer into ENP may
occur during periods of high flows.  There are currently three direct outlets from basin
canals into ENP (S332, S175, and S18C).   Protection of water quality in these and any new
surface or groundwater discharges created by the project is a high priority.

Monitoring efforts by the South Florida Water Management District (SFWMD),  U.S.
Geological Survey (USGS) and ENP have generated substantial water-quality and
hydrologic data, which date primarily back to 1983.   The Florida Department of
Environmental Protection (1997) has compiled and analyzed the broad spectrum of
water-quality data available from the basin.  This report analyzes portions of the data
pertaining primarily to canal phosphorus concentrations and loads.   Historical variations
in phosphorus concentration at monitored points in the basin are summarized and
correlated with hydrologic factors.  Results are discussed in the relation to conceptual
models describing sources and sinks of flow and phosphorus under historical and future
conditions.   The report provides a foundation for future development of quantitative
models to evaluate water-quality aspects of specific buffer designs.

Settlement Agreement Phosphorus Limit

Figure 2 shows yearly flow-weighted-mean phosphorus concentrations in the combined
discharges into ENP through S332, S175, and S18C in relation to the 11-ppb Limit
specified in the Everglades Settlement Agreement (1991).  If year-to-year variance is
similar to that observed in 1984-1990, a long-term, flow-weighted-mean concentration of
6 ppb or less would be required in order to comply with the 11 ppb yearly Limit in 90% of
the years.   The 12-month flow-weighted-mean concentration has been below the Limit
since November 1995.   Current monitoring data provide a basis for tracking basin inflows
in relation to the 11 ppb annual Limit.  Under the terms of the Settlement Agreement,
compliance with the limit is not required until 2006.

The importance of seepage from NE Shark Slough and Taylor Slough as a component of
flows discharged through S332, S175, and S18C is indicated in previous reports (Fennema
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et al, 1993; Johnson et al.,1994;  Ley, 1995; NPS, 1994,1995ab; VanLent et al., 1993).  As
demonstrated below, seepage from ENP provides dilution of other phosphorus sources in
the basin.  Future concentrations in the canals, buffer, and ENP inflows will depend
partially upon the extent to which existing concentrations in the L31N, L31W, and C111
canals are influenced by seepage.   These influences are evaluated below by formulating
water and phosphorus balances and by investigating correlations between canal
phosphorus concentrations and hydrologic factors.

Hydrologic influences were considered in deriving Settlement Agreement phosphorus
limits for inflows to ENP Shark River Slough and for marsh stations in Loxahatchee
National Wildlife Refuge.   The Shark River Slough Limits vary with basin flow and the
Refuge marsh Levels vary with marsh stage.   Hydrologic influences were based from
statistical relationships derived from 1978-1990 monitoring data.   Hydrologic influences
were not factored into the Limit for the Taylor Slough/C111 basin because a significant
correlation between concentration and basin flow was not detected.  In light of the
analysis below, however, correlations between concentration and stage (or stage
differential) would provide a basis for revising the Limit to account for hydrologic
variations.  Such a revision may increase the accuracy, realism, and power of the tracking
procedure and is suggested for consideration by the Everglades Technical Oversight
Committee (TOC).

Structure Flows & Loads

Monthly flows, phosphorus loads, and flow-weighted-mean concentrations have been
computed for each structure monitored by SFWMD since October 1983 (S174, S175, S176,
S177, S332, and S18C).  Since water-quality samples have not been collected at S174,
concentrations at S176 have been used to estimate loads and concentrations at S174.  Since
samples have been collected at S175 only since 1995, concentration data from S332 have
been used to estimate loads and concentrations at S175.   Loads and concentrations have
been calculated by interpolating concentration values between adjacent sampling dates
with positive flow.  Figures 3 and 4 show daily flows and sample concentrations used in
these calculations, respectively.   Flows and loads reflect positive discharges only;
negative flows reported infrequently at some structures (Figure 3) are treated as zero
flows.

Figure 4 indicates that the highest phosphorus concentrations in the basin are measured
at S178 (median = 21ppb vs. 4-9 ppb at other stations).   Lack of flow data precludes
computation of loads at S178, however.  (Flow values are reported in SFWMD’s
hydrologic data base, but are nearly all negative.  A valid flow data set should be
compiled for this structure to provide a basis for load calculations.)

Water and phosphorus balances have been developed for three canal reaches: 

1. L31W (between S174 and S332/S175)
2. C111-North (between S176 and S177)
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3. C111-South (between S177 and S18C)

Outputs from L31N at S174 and S176 are treated as input terms in these calculations. 
Formulation of phosphorus balances on L31N (between the S334/S335 inflows at the
Tamiami Trail and S174/S176) would require additional data compilation and/or
assumptions because water quality data are not routinely collected at S334 or S335.  
Extension of the calculations to include this reach is recommended for future work.

Table 1 contains water and mass balances for the canal system in Water Years 1984
through 1996  (October 1983 – September 1996).  Table 2 shows results for a dry year
(1989).  Table 3 shows results for a wet year (1993).  Results are summarized in the
following categories:

1. Structures (directly monitored; S176, S174, S332, S175, S177, S18C);

2. Net Inflows to three canal reaches, computed by difference from adjacent structure
values (L31W, C111 North, C111 South);  positive net inflows are attributed to
seepage or runoff from adjacent areas;  negative net inflows are attributed to seepage
out of the canal or withdrawal for water supply/irrigation;  computed in this manner,
net inflows of phosphorus would also reflect any non-conservative behavior
(sedimentation, algal uptake, etc.); negative net inflows are labeled as “retention”.

3. Total Inflows from L31N (S174 + S176) and each of the three reaches described above;

4. Structure Outflows (directly monitored; S332, S175, S18C).

5. Net Retention (negative net inflows, attributed to outflow seepage, withdrawal, &
phosphorus removal mechanisms).

Calculations have been performed at a yearly time step and subsequently averaged over
the 13-year period of record.  Structure flows and loads for each year are listed in Table 4.
 Water and mass balances for each year are listed in Table 5.  Calculations ignore direct
rainfall on and evaporation from the canal surfaces.   

Sources of flow and phosphorus over the 13-year period are summarized below:

Source Description
Flow

cfs
Flow

kac-ft/yr
Load
kg/yr

Conc
ppb

L31N S174+S176 324.0 234.7 3443 11.9

L31W S174 to S332/S175 93.3 67.6 1258 15.1

C111 North S176 to S177 15.2 11.0 97 7.1

C111 South S177 to S18C 61.8 44.8 937 17.0

Total 494.3 358.1 5735 13.0
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The combined outflows through S332, S175, and S18C amounted to 316 kac-ft/yr and
4270 kg/yr and had a flow-weighted-mean phosphorus concentration of 11 ppb.
Retention averaged 12% of the inflow volume and 26% of the inflow load.

Yearly variations in total inflow and outflow terms are shown in Figure 5.  Average
inflow concentrations range from 6 to 23 ppb.  Average outflow concentrations range
from 6 to 21 ppb.   Retention of flow and phosphorus were higher in drought years (85,
89, 90), when irrigation demands would have been higher (primarily, C111 North Reach)
and when seepage from L31W towards ENP probably occurred (see below).   Because of
retention mechanisms operating in dry years with relatively low inflow seepage volumes
from ENP,  the higher inflow concentrations measured at S174/S176 in these years were
substantially reduced before discharge to ENP through S332, S175, and S18C.  

Seepage Magnitudes & Impacts on Canal Water Quality

The magnitudes and impacts of seepage on phosphorus concentrations and loads at
monitored structures are evident in relationships described below:

1. Correlation between measured P concentrations and estimates of seepage inflow
volume derived from canal water balances (Figure 9).

2. Correlations between net seepage inflow volume and head differential (ENP marsh
stage – canal stage,  Figures 11-16);

3. Correlations between yearly flow-weighted-mean P concentration and head
differential  (Figures 17-22); and

4. Correlations between monthly flow-weighted-mean P concentration and head
(Figures 23-31).

Daily stage data used in the analysis are plotted in Figure 6 (marsh stations) and Figure 7
(canal stations).

P Concentration vs. Seepage Inflow Volume

Ley (1995) provides direct estimates of seepage inflow (or outflow) to sections of the
L31N, L31W, and C111 canals for calendar years 1987 – 1993.   As demonstrated in Figure
8 (results for 1991), most of the inflow seepage typically occurs in the northern reach
between S334/S335 (inflows from North) and S331.   Seepage is estimated based upon
measured structure flows and canal water balances.   Results do not distinguish between
seepage inflows from ENP and seepage (or runoff) inflows from the local watershed
(other than those passing through gauged structures shown in Figure 8).

Figure 9 correlates the yearly flow-weighted-mean phosphorus concentration measured
at the outflow from L31N (S174 + S176) against the fraction of the total canal inflow
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attributed to seepage.   Total seepage inflow is calculated as the sum of positive net
inflows over each canal reach (S335->G211, G211->S331, S332->S176).   The total inflow is
calculated as the total inflow from the North (releases from S334 & S335) and the total
seepage inflow.  Most of the flows delivered from the North were dry-season water-
supply releases through S335  (VanLent et al., 1993).  Releases through S334 were
infrequent.  (SFWMD, DBHYDRO data).   Results are summarized by the following
regression equation:

C  =  27.6 – 21.9 fseep   (r2 = .74 , s.e. = 3.7 ppb)

where,

C = flow-weighted-mean concentration at S174+S176 (ppb)

fseep = fraction of L31N inflow attributed to seepage

This result suggests that local inflows (regardless of source) had a flow-weighted-mean
concentration of 6 ± 3 ppb and inflows from the S334/S335 had a concentration of 28 ± 4
ppb.  Water-balance calculations do not distinguish between seepage from ENP and other
local canal inflows (runoff or seepage). As demonstrated below, local inflows also have
low chloride concentrations which are similar to those measured in the ENP marsh.
Groundwater chloride concentrations in adjacent developed areas are expected to higher.
  This suggests that seepage from ENP is the primary source of local inflows to L31N.

Net Seepage Inflows vs. Head Differential

Seepage inflows are driven by head differential (difference between marsh stage and
canal stage).  The latter can be estimated for various reaches of the canal using marsh and
canal monitoring stations shown in Figure 1.   Figure 10 shows monthly stage differentials
computed from various station pairs and rainfall measured at S331.  For some periods,
missing marsh stage data have been estimated by regression against data from adjacent
marsh stations.  Variations in head reflect climatologic and water-management factors.  
Generally higher heads observed in later years reflect higher  rainfall.

Correlations between net seepage inflow volumes (Ley, 1995) and head for calendar years
1987-1993 are summarized below:

Figure Canal Reach
Marsh
Stage

Canal
 Stage

Intercept
kac-ft/yr

Slope
kac-ft/yr/ft r2 S.E.

11 L31N G1502 S176_H -253.3 280.9 ± 76.6 0.729 71.1

12 L31N NE2 S176_H -760.3 419.6 ± 58.9 0.910 40.9

13 L31N NE2 S331 -245.5 244.9 ±  97.3 0.559 90.8

14 L31W NP206 S175_H -71.9 84.2 ± 11.5 0.914 15.4

15 L31W R3110 S175_H -1.8 133.9 ± 22.4 0.877 18.5
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16 C111-South R127 S18C_H 32.9 128.8 ±  21.9 0.873 11.4

The following regression model has been calibrated in each case:

Seepage (kac-ft/yr)  = Intercept + Slope (Marsh Stage – Canal Stage)

For the L-31 N canal (above S176),  the strongest correlation (r2= 0.910, Figure 12) is
observed with head estimated using marsh stage at station NE2 in Northeast Shark River
Slough and canal stage above S176.   The correlation based upon G1502 and S176 stages is
similar (r2 = 0.729, Figure 11).    Observed seepage rates in 1992 and 1993 fall below the
regression lines in Figures 11-13.  This possibly reflects benefits of interim measures
designed to reduce seepage (operation of G211 starting in 1991, which raised canal stages
by approximately 1 foot above that structure).

For the L31 W canal, net seepage is estimated based upon the difference between inflow
at S174 and outflows at S332 and S175.    The strongest correlation (r2  = 0.914, Figure 14)
is observed using marsh stage at NP206 and canal stage above S175.   The correlation
using marsh stage at R3110 (closer to L31W) is similar (r2 = 0.877, Figure 15).    In the C111
South reach (between S177 and S18C), net seepage is correlated with head differential
calculated from marsh stage at station R127 and canal stage above S18C (r2 = 0.873, Figure
16).

A negative head differential apparently caused net seepage out of L31W in 1989.   This
may have occurred in other periods, as well, based upon the fact that negative
differentials were observed in several months prior to 1993, based upon the R3310 and
S175 stages (Figure 10).   This outflow seepage may be of significance from a water
quality perspective, because it provides a potential mechanism for transporting
phosphorus from the canal to the adjacent marsh during periods when the inflow
concentrations from the L-31 N tend to be highest (26 ppb in 1989, Figure 9).   Seepage
losses are primarily responsible for retention of flow and phosphorus in L31W during dry
years.

The extent to which phosphorus in outflow seepage from L31W actually reaches the
marsh is unknown.   Some portion of the output seepage is directed east towards the Frog
Pond and probably reflects irrigation demands (VanLent et al, 1993).  Phosphorus in
seepage moving west may be retained in soils before reaching the marsh.  This
mechanism may cause enrichment in soils and vegetation in marsh areas adjacent to the
canal.   Direct observations of soil phosphorus levels and vegetation patterns in marsh
areas adjacent to the canal would help to determine whether this enrichment mechanism
is important.  The hydraulic mound created by the buffer will tend to alleviate this type of
problem, depending upon the extent which phosphorus concentrations in the buffer are
below those in the canal and upon the phosphorus retention capacity of soils beneath the
buffer.
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Yearly Structure Concentrations vs. Head Differential

Correlations between structure flow-weighted-mean phosphorus concentrations and
head differentials for calendar years 1984 – 1996 are summarized below:

Figure Canal Marsh Canal Intercept
ppb

Slope
ppb/ft

r2 SE

17 S174+S176 G1502 S176_H 34.1 -13.4 ± 2.4 0.735 3.3

18 S174+S176 NE2 S176_H 59.6 -20.9 ± 3.4 0.778 3.0

19 S332+S175 NP206 S175_H 20.3 -4.3 ± 6.5 0.038 15.2

20 S332+S175
excl. 87-88

NP206 S175_H 11.6 -1.9 ± 0.7 0.464 1.6

21 S177 G1502 S176_H 18.5 -5.9 ± 1.7 0.526 2.3

22 S18C R127 S18C_H 9.4 3.2 ± 5.1 0.034 4.1

The following regression model has been calibrated in each case:

Concentration = Intercept + Slope ( Marsh Stage – Canal Stage)

Significant correlations are identified for L31N outflow  (S174+S176, r2 = 0.735-0.778) and
S177 (r2 = 0.526).   Predicted L31N concentrations range from 6 to 25 ppb over a head
range of 1.7 to 2.6 feet (Figure 18).   The range is similar to that obtained based upon direct
correlation of concentration with seepage volume (Figure 9).

The lack of significant correlation between concentration at S332+S175 and head
differential (Figure 19) is attributed to the following factors:

1. As discussed above, retention mechanisms operating in L31W cause reductions in
S332+S175 outflow volumes and loads in dry years, relative to inflows through S174
(Tables 4 & 5).   These mechanisms operate in periods when inflow concentrations to
L31W are relatively high (because of less dilution from seepage into L31N) and when
L31W stage is above marsh stage.

2. The S332 concentration data for 1987 and 1988 include a few extremely high values
which have large influences on the annual flow-weighted-mean concentrations.  
These samples are rejected (p<.05) when the outier detection algorithm used in
developing baseline data set for the EAA Regulatory Rule is applied to the entire
flow/concentration data set. for S332.   Soluble reactive phosphorus concentrations in
these samples were at or below the limit of detection (4 ppb).     When 1987 and 1988
are excluded from the regression, a significant correlation between concentration and
head is indicated (r2 = 0.464, Figure 20).  The range of predicted concentrations (6 to 10
ppb) is narrow relative to that observed for L31N outflows (6 to 25 ppb, Figure 18),
however, because of retention mechanisms in L31W.
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Monthly Structure Concentrations vs. Head Differential

Correlations between head differential and  flow-weighted-mean structure concentrations
calculated on a monthly basis are summarized below:

Figure
Variable

Location
Marsh
 Stage

Canal
Stage

Slope
(%/ft)

r2

23 TP S174+S176 G1502 S176 -64% .42
24 TN S174+S176 G1502 S176 -17% .15
25 CL S174+S176 G1502 S176 -34% .62
26 TP S332+S175 NP206 S175 -27% .16
27 TN S332+S175 NP206 S175 -15% .18
28 CL S332+S175 NP206 S175 -29% .39
29 TP S18C R127 S18C -9% .01
30 TN S18C R127 S18C -23% .07
31 CL S18C R127 S18C -27% .27

The following regression model has been calibrated to the monthly data:

ln (Concentration) = Intercept + Slope (Marsh Stage – Canal Stage)

The regression slope estimates the percent change in concentration per foot of head.  
Results for phosphorus (Figures 23,26, & 29) are spread over three pages:

A. Scatter plot of concentration vs. stage with regression results.

B. Diagnostic time-series plots (concentration, load, flow, rainfall, stage, & stage
difference vs. year).

C. Diagnostic residuals plots (residuals [ ln (observed/predicted) concentration ] vs.
flow, stage, rainfall, month, & year).

Regression slopes are significantly different from zero (p<.05) in every case except for
phosphorus at S18C.  Phosphorus slopes are –64% at S174+S176 (r2 = 0.42) and –27% at
S332+S175 (r2 = 0.16).  Total nitrogen and chloride concentrations also decrease with head
differential at each location at rates of –15 to –23%/ft and –27 to –34%/ft, respectively.
Further analysis indicates that phosphorus concentrations are also negatively correlated
with head differential on a daily basis at S176  (r2 = 0.42) and S332 (r2 = 0.20).

The relatively low r2 values (vs. yearly analysis discussed above) reflect the fact that each
monthly concentration value is based upon between 0  samples (interpolated from
adjacent months, if sampling dates in a given month did not fall on days with positive
flow) and 2 samples (biweekly sampling frequency).  As described below, the lack of
correlation between phosphorus concentration and head at S18C is explained by
influences of runoff from the C111-South watershed.
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Phosphorus residuals at S174+S176 appear to be independent of flow, stage, rainfall,
month, and year (Figures 23BC).   Residuals at S332+S175 are positively correlated with
rainfall and flow (Figure 26C).   It is possible that these patterns reflect local inputs to the
L31W from the Frog Pond area under high rainfall conditions, although they are also
influenced by the suspected outliers discussed above.

Ranges of predicted monthly-mean L31N outflow concentrations are summarized below:

Variable Low-Head High-Head ENP Marsh
(TSB)

Phosphorus (ppb) 29 5 8
Nitrogen (ppb) 1687 1049 910
Chloride (ppm) 98 39 36

The low-head values estimate L31N inflow concentrations from sources other than
seepage.  The high-head values estimate L31N inflow concentrations from seepage. 
Apparent concentrations at high head are similar to median concentrations measured in
the ENP marsh at Taylor Slough Bridge (period of record = 1985 – 1996).    Similarities of
the marsh and canal concentrations under high head conditions further indicates that the
correlations between head differential and concentration primarily reflect influences of
seepage from ENP (vs. seepage or runoff inflows from local watersheds).

Structure Flows & Loads vs. Head Differential & Rainfall

Since marsh water levels are influenced by rainfall, the apparent correlations between
concentration and head differential described above may be influenced by variations in
rainfall.   Under future conditions, overflows from the buffer to ENP would be most likely
to occur during periods of high rainfall.   For these reasons, it is useful to investigate
rainfall and head influences simultaneously.    Cross-tabulations of monthly flow-
weighted-mean concentration, flow, and phosphorus load vs. head differential and
rainfall interval are shown in Figure 32 (S174+S176),  Figure 33 (S332+S175), and Figure
34 (S18C).   Head and rainfall intervals have been defined to reflect lower, middle, and
upper thirds of monthly values over the 1984-1996 period.

Flow generally increases with both head and rainfall at each location.  Under low-head
conditions, flows at S174+S176 are relatively independent of rainfall interval (range 195 to
244 cfs).   Under high-head conditions, flows increase with rainfall from 325 to 604 cfs).    
Under low-head conditions, when seepage out of the L31W canal is likely, flows at
S332+S175 increase with rainfall from 20 to 98 cfs.   Flows are also low at S18C under low-
head conditions (26 to 119 cfs) because of seepage out of the C111 canal between S176 and
S177.

Concentration at S174+S176 decreases with head over a range of 21 to 8 ppb, but is
relatively independent of rainfall.    Concentration at S332+S175 is highest in the medium-
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head, high-rainfall interval (26 ppb vs. 7-14 ppb for other intervals).   It is possible that this
pattern reflects contributions from the Frog Pond area, although results for this interval
are controlled largely the suspected outliers in the 1987 and 1988 phosphorus data for
S332.

Figure 34 suggests that concentrations at S18C are independent of both head and rainfall
(8 – 12 ppb).    When examined over a shorter time scale, however, higher concentrations
at S18C are associated with large storm events in recent years.   Figure 35 plots sample
concentrations at S176, S332, and S18C against 7-day antecedent rainfall at S331.   There is
no indication that concentrations at S176 or S332 increase systematically following large
storm events.   Such increases are suggested in S18C data from 1991-1996, however.
Higher phosphorus concentrations following large storms are primarily responsible for
higher phosphorus concentrations and loads computed for local inflows to the C111-
South reach in 1992-1996 (Table 5).  This suggests that runoff sources are important in this
reach.  Compilation of S178 flows and calculation of loads are suggested to provide a
basis for further evaluation of factors controlling S18C concentrations and loads.

Discussion

The following summary and discussion of results for each canal segment rely heavily on
yearly water and mass balances listed in Table 5.   Figure 36 shows yearly total inflow
volumes and phosphorus loads to each canal segment, using results extracted from 5.  
These inflows reflect the sum of seepage, runoff, and drainage inflows.   Refinement of
these calculations to separate ENP seepage inflows from local watershed inflows would
be needed for model calibration and is suggested for future work.

L31N Outflows

Average outflows from L31N through S174 and S176 in Water Years 1984-1996 were 235
kac-ft/yr and 3443 kg/yr at a flow-weighted-mean concentration of 12 ppb.  The
following observations are made regarding sources of flow and phosphorus to the L31N
canal between S335 and S176:

1. The negative correlation between seepage inflow fraction and phosphorus
concentration at S174/S176 in 1987-1993 (Figure 9) suggests that inflows from the
S335 had a flow-weighted-mean concentration of ~28 ppb and that the combined
inflows to the L31N between S335 and S176 had a flow-weighted-mean concentration
of ~6 ppb. 

2. Figures 11 and 12 indicate that local volumes to this reach are strongly correlated with
head differential (marsh stage – canal stage).  This suggests that seepage from ENP
accounts for most of the local inflows to L-31N. 
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3. Direct correlations between annual-mean stage differentials and S174/S176
concentrations (Figure 17 & 18) indicate concentrations ranging from 2-6 ppb under
high-head conditions to 23-25 ppb under low-head conditions.  

4. Direct correlations between monthly-mean stage differential and S174/S176
concentration (Figure 23A) indicate a range of 5 to 29 ppb.  

5. Cross-tabulation of flow-weighted-mean concentrations at S174/S176 against head
differential and rainfall (Figure 32) indicates that concentration at S174/S176 does not
increase with rainfall under low, medium, or high-head conditions.  Increases in
discharge volume with rainfall within each head interval probably reflect drainage
and runoff from local watersheds.   Since concentrations do not increase with rainfall
(Figures 32, 35, it is likely that concentrations in local watershed inflows are low
(similar to seepage inflows from ENP) and that local inflows are primarily in the form
of seepage (vs. direct runoff).

Local inflows to L31N originate from the 8.5 mi2 residential area, Rocky Glades
agricultural area, and agricultural areas east of L31N.   Impacts of runoff and seepage
from these areas on phosphorus concentrations at S176 are apparently not detectable in
the presence of large volumes of seepage inflow from ENP and deliveries from the North.
 Direct monitoring of groundwater and runoff from these areas would be needed to
provide a basis for calibrating a model of the basin.

L31W / Frog Pond Reach

Local inflows to L31W (between S174 and S332/S175) averaged 68 kac-ft/yr and 1258
kg/yr at a concentration of 15 ppb.  These results are heavily influenced, however, by
data from 1987 and 1988, when a few high sample concentrations at S332.  In 1991-1996
(years which are more representative of current land uses in the Frog Pond area), local
inputs averaged 104 kac-ft/yr and 899 kg/yr at a concentration of 7 ppb.   These inputs
reflect the sum of seepage inflows from ENP and runoff/drainage from the local
watershed. 

As for L31N, local inflow concentrations to L31W in recent years appear small and/or not
detectable in the presence of the large volumes of seepage inflow from ENP.   This would
be expected to continue in the future, unless substantial development occurs in the region.
  Resumption of farming in the area would increase local input volumes, loads, and
concentrations.  These impacts could be evaluated with a more detailed modeling effort.

This reach apparently acts as a net sink for flow and phosphorus in dry years (Table 5).  In
water years 1989 and 1990, ~36% of the inflow volume from S174 was lost due to seepage
or water supply in the Frog Pond and ~73% of the phosphorus load was lost due to
volume loss and other retention mechanisms (sedimentation, algal uptake, etc.).  Under
future conditions, these retention mechanisms would be displaced to the buffer.  To the
extent that retention reflects seepage from the canal to ENP, the buffer project would be
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expected to provide significant benefits by separating the canal from the Park, assuming
that future phosphorus concentrations in the buffer are below those which occurred
historically in the canal.

C111-North Reach

Local inflows to C111 North (S176 à S177) averaged 11 kac-ft/yr and 97 kg/yr at a
concentration of 7 ppb.   Historically, this reach acted as a net sink for flow and
phosphorus in most years.  Local outflows (retention) averaged 39 kac-ft/yr and 1095
kg/yr at a concentration of 23 ppb (Table 5 ).   Apparent retention in this reach reduced
flows, loads, and concentrations reaching S18C, particularly in dry years, when inflow
concentrations at S176 were highest (22 – 24 ppb in water years 1989-1990).   Van Lent et
al (1993) suggested that apparent decreases in flow between S176 and S177 in most years
could be attributed to errors in flow measurements.  While such errors are possible, the
fact that flow decreases are higher in dry years (1989-1990) is consistent with the
hypothesis that they result from irrigation demand from the Frog Pond and/or areas to
the East.  Additional QA/QC work on flow data sets may help to resolve this situation.

C111-South Reach

Local inputs to the C111-South reach (S177àS18C) contributed an average of flow of 45
kac-ft/yr and phosphorus load of 937 kg/yr at an average concentration of  17 ppb in
water years 1983-1996 (Table 5).   Inputs from this reach had the highest average
phosphorus concentration (17 ppb vs. 12 ppb for S174/S176,  15 ppb for L31W, and 7 ppb
for C111-North).   More importantly, local inflow concentrations have been highest in
recent years (28 ppb 1994 and 25 ppb in 1995).   Since the computed local inflow
concentrations represent the sum of seepage from ENP (Figure 16) and runoff/drainage
from the local watershed, it is likely that concentrations in the latter are much higher.
Figure 36 shows that this basin was the largest source of phosphorus over the 1994-1996
period.

In contrast to other reaches, C111-South contains a more substantial agricultural
watershed.   Discharges through S178 constitute one known source; phosphorus
concentrations at S178 are generally higher than those measured elsewhere in the basin
(median  = 21 ppb vs. 4-7 ppb, Figure 4).   Recent increases in phosphorus loads may be
attributed partially to drainage improvements made upstream of S178.  Compilation of a
valid flow data set is needed to estimate phosphorus loads through this structure.  It is
clear that treatment of runoff/drainage from this reach should be a high priority in
developing a future plan for the basin.
Conceptual Model

The above results can be interpreted in the context of conceptual models shown in Figure
37 (historical conditions) and Figure 38 (future conditions).   These figures identify
important flows and phosphorus fluxes under different hydrologic conditions.
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A modeling effort would be required to quantify flows and fluxes and to predict future
concentrations and loads of phosphorus in surface and groundwater discharges from the
buffer into ENP.   The model structure is similar to that developed for evaluating
treatment options for the S9 discharge in the C11 basin (Walker, 1997a).  The above
analyses provide information which could be used to calibrate and apply a model.  
Despite lack of a calibrated model at this point, Figures 37 and 38 provide a basis for
discussing and ranking important sources of flow and phosphorus under historical and
future conditions, respectively.

It is assumed that the buffer design concept (Figure 38) applies to the L31N, L31W, C111-
South segments.   The latter reflects full-scale implementation of continuous buffer
between ENP and the L31N/C111 canals extending from the Tamiami Trail to S18C. 
Depending upon local flow-control objectives and constraints, the actual project may
differ from this idealized concept.

Based above results, an average concentration of ~30 ppb can be assigned to deliveries
from the North under historical conditions.  These deliveries have been primarily dry-
season water-supply releases through S335.   Because of canal linkages to WCA’s
described above, phosphorus concentrations in flows delivered from the North will
eventually decrease as a consequence of load-control measures (BMP’s & STA’s) being
implemented at inflows to the WCA’s.   The 30 ppb value would be a conservative
estimate if applied to future scenarios (Figure 38).   More realistic estimates could be
derived by tracking S335 flows back up into the system and evaluating concentration
sensitivity to upstream load controls.   These deliveries may not be important in modeling
buffer response under high-flow conditions, because the would occur in the dry season
and would be mostly diverted to the C1, C102, and C103 basins.

Based upon the concentration/head relationships described above, an average
concentration of ~6 ppb would characterize seepage from ENP under historical and
future conditions.  Although it is likely that concentrations in seepage from the local
watershed are higher than this, the effects of  such seepage on concentrations at S176 are
not detectable in the presence of the large volumes of seepage from ENP and deliveries
from the North.  Compilation of groundwater monitoring data from the region would be
needed to select appropriate concentration values for modeling.

As shown in Figure 38, diversions from western portions of the C1, C-102, and/or C103
basins (urban watersheds immediately to the East)  would represent potential additional
inflows to the L31N under future conditions.  Since these are urban basins, they could
represent significant sources of phosphorus .   If such diversions are actually planned
under the East Coast Buffer project, relevant water quality data from these basins should
be compiled to provide a basis for assigning appropriate phosphorus concentrations.

From a mass-balance perspective, impacts of the project on net phosphorus loads to ENP
would depend the extent to which its design and/or operation:
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1. Creates new sources of phosphorus  (promotes new development, provides more
aggressive drainage of existing developed areas, promotes diversion of flows from
other basins).

2. Provides treatment within the buffer and/or associated treatment areas (reduction in
load attributed to phosphorus retention in vegetation and soils);

3. Reduces phosphorus transport in groundwater flows from the canals to ENP, which
probably occurred historically during dry periods, particularly adjacent to L31W.

A modeling approach similar to that applied to the C11/S9 basin could be applied to
develop quantitative predictions, subject to uncertainties involved in simulating buffer
hydraulics and phosphorus uptake mechanisms (Walker, 1997a).

If significant new sources of phosphorus are not created (1), it is not unlikely that the
project will cause a net increase in phosphorus loads to ENP.   Under historical conditions,
phosphorus loads to L31N and L31W were apparently dominated by deliveries through
S335 and seepage from ENP, particularly in 1991-1996.   Substantial load reductions
relative to historical conditions may occur as a consequence of the reduced volume of
recycled seepage from ENP.   Phosphorus controls implemented at inflows to the WCA’s
may reduce concentrations and loads in releases through S335.    Further load reductions
may occur as a result of phosphorus uptake in soils and vegetation within and below the
buffer.   Given current understanding of phosphorus dynamics in vegetative treatment
systems with this type of hydrology and substrate, uptake rates could only be estimated
within broad ranges.  In any case, the buffer is likely to retain more phosphorus than the
existing canal system.

Impacts of the buffer project on phosphorus concentrations in flows discharged to ENP
would be more difficult to predict, particularly if estimates on a short time step are
required.   Reductions in the dilution historically provided by recycled seepage from ENP
would tend to cause increases in basin outflow concentration.   These concentration
increases may be offset by the load reduction mechanisms discussed above.

ENP inflow concentrations may be highest in overflows from the buffer during and
following intense rainfall periods. During overflow events, water residence time in the
buffer would be short, so that outflow concentrations would be largely determined by
inflow concentrations.  There is no indication that canal concentrations at S176 or S332
increase systematically following large storm events (Figure 35), however.

Given uncertainties involved in predicting future inflow concentrations to ENP, various
phases of the project should be designed to provide operational flexibility.   Both design
and operating decisions would be made based upon monitoring data and current
hydrologic and water-quality management objectives.  As project phases become
functional, much will be learned about inflow dynamics, buffer hydraulics, phosphorus
uptake rates, and responses to storm events.  If current operations result in frequent
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overflows with unacceptably high phosphorus concentrations, adjustments could be
made (e.g.,  changes in the design of future phases, changes in inflow pumping strategies,
operating levels, chemical treatment (liming) of soils, harvesting of soils and vegetation,
isolation and separate treatment of upstream phosphorus sources).   Project designs
should be reviewed to insure that they provides operational flexibility to the maximum
feasible extent.

It is not clear to the author whether the existing buffer design incorporates flows from the
C111-South basin (between S177 and S18C).  As discussed above, this portion of the basin
represented the largest source of phosphorus in the 1994-1996 period.  Further 
evaluations of this basin are suggested to identify requirements and appropriate
components of a phosphorus-control strategy.   Experience in the Everglades Agricultural
Area has demonstrated that BMP’s can be effective in reducing phosphorus loads.   The
Everglades Nutrient Removal Project has demonstrated that vegetated treatment systems
can also be effective.  Translating these experiences to the C111 is not straight-forward,
however, because of the vastly different forms of agriculture, geology, and hydrology.

Initial Phase – S332D

The initial phase of the C111 project calls for construction and operation of the S332D
pump station near the location of the current S174 gated structure.  This will provide a
capability for diverting flows from L31N into L31W and the headwaters of Taylor Slough
at higher rates (maximum 500 cfs) and at higher marsh stages than are currently possible
through S174.  Hydrologic simulations required for evaluating water-quality impacts of
this interim measure are not currently available.   Potential mechanisms to be considered
in evaluating water-quality impacts are discussed below.

Hydrologic effects on L31W would include an increase in flow from the L31N and
decrease in seepage inflow from ENP.   The latter would result from higher canal stages in
L31W (Figures 14-15).   Discharges to ENP would potentially occur in the form of outflow
seepage, overflow from the L31W, and point discharge through S332.    Discharge through
S175 is unlikely.   Maximum hydrologic benefits to ENP may be derived by eliminating
discharge through S332 altogether (VanLent, T., pers. com.) , in which case most of the
outflow would occur in the form of overflow from L31W.

Given the shift in ENP inflow distribution, adjustments to the procedures for evaluating
compliance with the Settlement Agreement phosphorus Limit may be required.   This
matter should be considered by the TOC.   Given potential difficulties in monitoring
diffuse overflows and seepage from L31W, monitoring data from S332D could be used to
reflect inflows to Taylor Slough.   Based upon historical data for the combined discharges
through S176 and S174, annual flow-weighted-mean concentrations would range from ~6
ppb to ~25 ppb, depending upon head differential (Figures 17-18).    Concentrations may
be higher if pumping at S332D induces more flow into the L31N from the East.   
Concentrations may be lower if inflows to L31N from the North decrease as a result
phosphorus load controls at inflows to the WCA’s.   Since the 11 ppb annual limit applies
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to the combined inflows to Taylor Slough and Coastal basins (S18C), the basin could still
(theoretically) be in compliance even if inflows through S332D exceed 11 ppb. 

Provision of a flow-through treatment area in western sections of the Frog Pond may help
to reduce concentrations and loads to Taylor Slough.  Depending upon design and
operation, such a measure may reduce hydrologic benefits, however.  As noted above, 
the L31W has apparently provided some ”treatment” of S174 inflows in dry years
(reductions in flow and load attributed to outflow seepage and/or phosphorus uptake
mechanisms operating in the canal).   More quantitative evaluations of treatment needs,
options, and hydrologic impacts in the Frog Pond area would be based upon hydrologic
simulation results.

Hydrologic effects on the C111-North and C111-South reaches would include a decrease
in flow from L31N.   An increase in seepage inflow from ENP into the C111-South reach
may occur as a result of higher marsh stages in Taylor Slough (Figure 16).   If the increase
in seepage inflow from ENP does not offset the decrease in inflow from L31N, a higher
percentage of the volume discharged through S18C would originate in the local
watershed draining into the C111-South reach.   As discussed above,  phosphorus
concentrations in local inflows to this reach have been relatively high in recent years
(Figure 38).    Because there would be less dilution by inflows from L31N,  phosphorus
concentrations at S18C may increase as a result of S332D operation, unless measures are
taken to reduce phosphorus loads from the C111-South watershed.

Conclusions

1. Water and phosphorus balances have been developed for the C111 basin using
monitoring data from 1984-1996.   Inflows have been partitioned into four sources:
outflows from L31N (S174+S176) and local inflows to each of three canal reaches
(L31W between S174 and S332/S175, C111-North between S176 and S177, and C111-
South between S177 and S18C).   Outflows and retention (net losses) have also been
quantified for each reach.

2. Local inflows to the L31N, L31W, and C111-South are strongly correlated with head
differentials between the adjacent ENP marsh and the respective canal segments. 
Seepage rate estimates per foot of head differential are 281-420 kac-ft/yr/ft for L-31N,
 84-134 kac-ft/yr/ft for L31W, and 129 kac-ft/ft/yr for C111-South.  These
correlations reflect a direct linkage between seepage losses from ENP and canal
design/operation.  They generally support the buffer design concept as an effective
means for controlling seepage losses.

3. Effects of dilution by seepage from ENP are reflected in negative correlations between
phosphorus concentrations measured at the outflow from L31N (S174+S176) and
upstream head differential (marsh stage – canal stage) evaluated on a yearly, monthly
or daily basis.   Flow-weighted-mean concentrations at S176 vary systematically from
~30 ppb during periods of low head differential, when L31N inflows are dominated
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by deliveries through S335, to ~ 6 ppb during periods of high head differential, when
L31N inflows are dominated by seepage from ENP.  Total nitrogen and chloride
concentrations at this location are also negatively correlated with head differential.

4. Phosphorus loads and concentrations in the L31N and L31W canals are controlled
largely by deliveries from the North (S334/S335) and seepage from ENP.   Impacts of
local watershed contributions are difficult to detect in the presence of large volumes
of recycled seepage from ENP.   Based upon the apparent lack of response in canal
phosphorus concentrations to rainfall events in recent years, it is likely that most of
the local watershed contributions are in the form of seepage instead of direct runoff. 
Compilation of additional canal and groundwater quality data would provide an
improved basis for estimating phosphorus concentrations in local inflows to the L31N
and L31W.

5. Relatively low phosphorus concentrations measured at L31N and L31W structures in
recent wet years reflect high ENP stages and high volumes of seepage from ENP.  
Over the short term, concentrations at ENP inflow points S332 and S175 may increase
above current levels when normal or dry rainfall years are encountered.   Over the
long term, concentrations may decline as a result of phosphorus load controls being
implemented at inflows to the Water Conservation Areas.  

6. The L31W canal acted as a net sink for flow and phosphorus during dry years (1989-
1990).   These losses partially reflect seepage out of the canal into the adjacent ENP
marsh, which occurred during a period when phosphorus concentrations at inflows to
the L31W canal were highest (25-30 ppb).    An inventory of soils and vegetation in
marsh areas adjacent to the canal  would help to determine whether enrichment
resulting from such seepage is a valid water-quality concern.   

7. Phosphorus loads and concentrations at S18C are influenced by contributions from
the northern C111 and by drainage from local watersheds.   Concentrations in local
drainage show an increasing response to rainfall.   Compared with outflows from
L31N and local inflows to L31W and C111-North, local inflows to the C111 South
reach accounted for the largest source of phosphorus to the C111 canal over the 1991-
1994 period.   The flow-weighted-mean phosphorus concentration in local inflows to
this reach averaged 24 ppb, compared with a range of 6 – 10 ppb for the other reaches.
  Development of a phosphorus-control strategy for this portion of the basin is
suggested.

8. If the C111 buffer project does not create new sources of phosphorus (by promoting
development, providing more aggressive flood control for existing areas, or
promoting diversion of flows from other basins), it is unlikely that the full-scale
project will cause net increase in phosphorus load to ENP relative to historical
conditions.   Reductions in phosphorus load may occur as a consequence of reduced
seepage,  implementation of phosphorus controls at inflows to the WCA’s, and
phosphorus uptake within the buffer.  
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9. Impacts of the buffer project on phosphorus concentrations in flows discharged to
ENP would be more difficult to predict, particularly if estimates on a short time step
are required.  Reductions in the dilution historically provided by recycled seepage
from ENP would tend to cause increases in basin outflow concentration.   These
concentration increases may be offset by the load reduction mechanisms discussed
above.

10. ENP inflow concentrations may be highest in overflows from the buffer during and
following intense rainfall periods.   Consistent increases in phosphorus concentrations
following large storm events are not evident in historical data from S176 and S332,
however.  This suggests that most of the canal inflows from local watersheds
following storms are in the form of seepage instead of surface runoff.   Assuming that
the buffer itself does not represent a significant source of phosphorus, there is no
indication that dramatic spikes of flow with high phosphorus concentrations water
would be discharged into or out of the buffer during overflow periods.

11. The various phases of the buffer design should be reviewed to insure that they
provide operational flexibility to the maximum feasible extent.   Changes to the
designs of future phases and/or operations can be made in response to monitoring
results and current hydrologic and water-quality management objectives.

12. If operation of S332D (initial project phase) does not induce additional groundwater
inflow to the L31N from the East, this phase is not likely to cause a net increase in
phosphorus load discharged to ENP.   As a consequence reduced seepage recycling in
L31W, there may be a net overall increase in inflow concentration.   Provision of a
flow-through treatment area in western sections of the Frog Pond may help to reduce
concentrations and loads to Taylor Slough.   Depending upon design and operation, 
such a measure may reduce hydrologic benefits, however.   Further analyses of
treatment requirements and options for the Frog Pond area are needed. 

13. Because of  reduced dilution of local inflows to the C111-South canal,  increases in
phosphorus concentration (not load) may occur at S18C as a consequence of S332D
operation, unless adequate load-control measures are implemented in the C11-South
watershed.

14. Various project phases will change the locations and forms (surface vs. groundwater)
of basin outflows to ENP.   Appropriate adjustments in current procedures for
monitoring compliance of basin discharges with the Settlement Agreement should be
developed by the Technical Oversight Committee.   Potential revisions to the fixed 11
ppb annual limit to account for the substantial hydrologic variance components
identified above (relationships between canal P concentration and head) should also
be considered by the TOC.
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15. Development of a water-quality model is suggested to provide a basis for evaluating
specific designs for each phase of the buffer project.  The model would rely heavily
upon output from independent hydrologic simulations defining the water balances of
canal and buffer segments.    Water-quality predictions would necessarily reflect
uncertainties in the hydrologic simulations, as well as uncertainties in simulating
phosphorus retention mechanisms in the buffer water column and soils.   Evaluation
of these uncertainties will provide a basis for identifying needs for additional
monitoring and/or experimental data to provide an adequate foundation for
predicting water quality impacts and developing control strategies.

16. The following future work is proposed for refining the analysis of historical
conditions and developing more quantitative predictions of future conditions:

(a) Delineation of watersheds and land uses tributary to each canal segment.

(b) Compilation of a flow data set and calculation of phosphorus loads for S178.

(c) Extension of the water-balance and mass-balance calculations to include L31N
between the Tamiami Trail and S176.

(d) Compilation and analysis of regional groundwater quality data.

(e) Compilation and analysis of regional surface-water quality data from drainage
canals east of the L31N/C111.

(f) Refinement of the calculations to partition local inflows into ENP seepage and
local watershed contributions

(g) Refinement and application of the C-11/S9 model framework (Walker, 1997a) to 
further evaluate buffer designs and to assist in developing phosphorus-control
strategies for the southern C111.
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